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Introduction

Introduction

While history never repeats itself, recurring patterns can be discerned when studying the 
past. One such pattern observed throughout military history concerns the rise and demise of 
counterinsurgency as a military strategy.1 Western military forces are optimized for the fight 
against similar adversaries, and therefore have to reorient themselves whenever confronted 
with elusive insurgent opponents.2 This adaptation process, however, is hampered by the 
dominant Western military culture that emphasizes the defeat of an enemy through a decisive 
battle in which massive firepower, technology, and maneuvering by large formations are key 
to victory. Only when soldiers gradually start to realize that this ‘conventional’, enemy-centric 
approach is insufficient for fighting an opponent hiding among the population and cunningly 
combining messy ‘irregular’ tactics such as guerilla, terrorism, and political subversion in 
order to fight on its own terms, the adaptation to counterinsurgency gains momentum. At 
the peak of the campaign this leads to the implementation of a so-called population-centric 
approach that essentially seeks to defeat the insurgency through a combination of military, 
political, and socio-economic means designed to deprive the insurgency of popular support 
while simultaneously bolstering collaboration with the counterinsurgents’ side. Upon 
completion of such a campaign, however, -and regardless its outcome- armed forces quickly 
return to business as usual and thereby lessons from the counterinsurgency experience are 
often forgotten before they are properly captured and understood. 

The most well-known example of this recurring cycle is provided by the United States 
(US) armed forces’ troublesome adaptation to counterinsurgency during the Vietnam War 
and the neglect of those experiences in its aftermath, which left the US military ill prepared 
to counter the insurgencies in Iraq and Afghanistan.3 Yet, the pattern itself is much older 
and can even be observed during the heydays of the European colonial empires in the 

1 The term strategy as used througout this book refers to military strategy, an operational approach for achieving a higher-level 
political-strategic goal. Consequently both terms strategy and operational approach are used interchangeably.   

2 David Ucko, in this regard, has described counterinsurgency as the ‘antithesis’ to ‘the ‘conventional’ types of military 
campaigns for which most Western armed forces are structured and trained’. David H. Ucko, ‘Whither counterinsurgency, 
the rise and fall of a divisive concept’, The Routledge Handbook of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency, ed. Rich, P.B., Duyvesteyn, 
I. (London: Routledge, 2012), 72-74. On Western military culture, counterinsurgency, and the adaptation process see also 
Martijn Kitzen, ‘Western military culture and counterinsurgency: An ambiguous reality’, Scientia Militaria, South African Journal 
of Military Studies 39:2 (2011).

3 Hew Strachan, The Direction of War, Contemporary Strategy in Historical Perspective (New York, Cambridge University Press, 2013), 
198. See also David H. Ucko, The New Counterinsurgency Era, Transforming the U.S. Military for Modern Wars (Washington: Georgetown 
University Press, 2009), 25-46, Richard Duncan Downie, Learning From Conflict, The U.S. Military in Vietnam, El Salvador, and the Drug 
War (Westport, Connecticut: Praeger, 1998), 109-122. On the troublesome US adaptation to counterinsurgency in Vietnam 
see, for instance, Andrew F. Krepinevich Jr., The Army and Vietnam (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1988), Brian M. 
Jenkins, The Unchangeable War (Santa Monica: RAND, 1970).  
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nineteenth century to which modern counterinsurgency harkens back.4 Despite the fact that 
colonial armies spent most of their time fighting irregular opponents among indigenous 
populations, their doctrine, training, and organization was designed for defending overseas 
territories against the armed forces of other nations. In the Dutch East Indies, for example, 
a remarkable pattern of colonial campaigning evolved, as the Dutch colonial army would 
typically first launch conventional operations in order to (conquer and) pacify an area and 
it would only adopt a more tailored approach if an escalating series of these large-scale 
operations failed to deliver a result.5 A contemporary observer strikingly commented that 
during the first phase of the almost forty-year Aceh War (1873-c.1912) ‘without reckoning the 
fact that the outcomes of European [conventional] warfare cannot be directly transferred to 
the fight against the indigenous enemy with his very specific character, great credit was given 
to the use of massive fire’.6 Ultimately, it took the Dutch some 25 years to adopt an effective 
population-centric strategy for pacifying Aceh and even then they suffered many difficulties 
in implementing this approach. In spite of years of valuable experience the Dutch colonial 
army had remained predominantly faithful to the principles of conventional warfare.7 Thus, 
it seems that Western military forces seemingly are destined to reinvent the wheel every time 
they are confronted with insurgencies even when they hold an extensive historical track 
record of operations against such ‘irregular’ enemies.   

Currently, the latest counterinsurgency era has ended and Western militaries again are 
heading towards the downward side of the cycle. In the wake of the troubled campaigns in 
Iraq and Afghanistan the political will to deploy boots on the ground in order to confront 
insurgencies in far away countries has severely diminished, whilst armed forces are 
refocusing on conventional warfare. Of course the re-emergence of the Russian threat to 
some extent justifies this reorientation, yet the contemporary security situation is much more 
complicated and urges for a broader approach than mimicking Cold War strategy. In modern 
warfare the lines between ‘regular’, conventional and ‘irregular’ warfare are increasingly 
blurred.8 This so-called hybrid warfare is embraced by states and non-state actors alike as we 
have, for instance, witnessed Russia’s use of irregular tactics for destabilizing neighboring 
countries, while non-state actors such as the Islamic State (IS) have demonstrated their 

4 See for instance Ian Beckett, ‘Introduction’, The Roots of Counter-Insurgency, ed. Beckett, I.F.W. (London: Blandford Press, 1988), 
9. See also Daniel Marston, Carter Malkesian,  ‘Introduction’, Counterinsurgency in Modern Warfare, ed. Marston, D., Malkesian, 
C. (Oxford: Osprey Publishing, 2008), 13, Douglas Porch, ‘The dangerous myths and dubious promise of COIN’, Small Wars & 
Insurgencies 22:2 (2011), 243, Thomas Rid, ‘The Nineteenth Century Origins of Counterinsurgency Doctrine’, Journal of Strategic 
Studies 33:5 (2010), 751, Thomas Rid, Thomas Keaney, ‘Counterinsurgency in context’, Understanding Counterinsurgency, Doctrine, 
Operations, and Challenges, ed. Rid, T., Keaney, T. (London: Routledge, 2010), 257.

5 See Jaap de Moor, ‘Met klewang en karabijn: een militaire geschiedenis van Nederlands Indië’, Met Man en Macht, De Militaire 
Geschiedenis van Nederland, 1550-2000, ed. Bruijn J.R., Wels, C.B. (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Balans, 2003), 205.

6 A. Struijvenberg, Het Korps Marechaussee op Atjeh, Overzicht van de Geschiedenis vanaf de Oprichting tot en met 1913 (Koeta Radja: Typ. 
Atjeh Drukkerij, 1930), 6.

7 See also Martijn Kitzen, ‘Between treaty and treason’, 95-96. 

8 See, among others, Frank G. Hoffman, ‘Hybrid Warfare and Challenges’, Joint Force Quarterly 52:1 (January 2009), 34-38, Peter R. 
Mansoor, ‘Introduction, Hybrid Warfare in History’, Hybrid Warfare, Fighting Complex Opponents from the Ancient World to the Present, 
ed. W. Murray, P. Mansoor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 1-3, David Kilcullen, The Accidental Guerrilla, Fighting 
Small Wars in the Midst of a Big One (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 5-7, 292-293.
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capability to launch conventional operations.9 The non-linear character of modern wars is 
further explained by Rupert Smith’s concept of ‘war amongst the people’ which not only 
emphasizes that ‘there is no secluded battlefield upon which armies engage, nor are there 
necessarily armies’, but also clarifies the ramifications of this situation as in modern warfare 
‘civilians are the targets, objectives to be won, as much as an opposing force’.10 A farewell 
to counterinsurgency -even temporarily-, therefore, is far from appropriate in this security 
environment characterized by hybrid (non-)state threats and in which engagement of 
involved populations is key to success.11

The nature of war, however, is not the only determinant of military thought. Other 
factors such as the specific strategic circumstances in relevant countries, individual 
experiences, and the intellectual and cultural climate of the period in question, the Zeitgeist, 
also play a huge role.12 As aforementioned, current strategic thinking tends to disregard the 
counterinsurgency experiences of Iraq and Afghanistan. The political will to re-embark on 
such a costly and uncertain adventure is absent in the Western world and today’s senior military 
commanders, whose formative years as young officers were typically spent during the latter 
period of the Cold War, are increasingly looking back at the recent counterinsurgency era as 
a ‘wrong turn’, a period in which the armed forces wrongly deviated from the core business 
of high-end conventional warfare.13 Furthermore, the 2008 economic crisis has severely 
affected military spending in the United States and European countries, with especially 
the forces of the latter suffering from austerity policies.14 This has functioned as a catalyst 
since in a time of decreasing military resources preserving as much conventional strength as 
possible often has been the most important rationale behind budget cuts. Thus, despite the 
non-linear nature of modern warfare, the neglect of recent counterinsurgency knowledge 
seems imminent as a consequence of other factors that influence military thinking in the 
Western world.         

Yet, the hybrid character of modern war urges to row against this tide. Military thinkers 
like David Kilcullen and David Ucko have repeatedly warned that counterinsurgency might 
not be preferred in the current strategic climate, but that this kind of warfare will be necessary 

9 See, for instance, Mark Galeotti, ‘Hybrid, ambiguous, and non-linear? How new is Russia’s new way of war’?, Small Wars & 
Insurgencies 27:2 (2016), 291-293, Daniel Byman, ‘Understanding the Islamic State –A Review Essay’, International Security 40:4 
(Spring 2016), 144-148.

10 Rupert Smith, The Utility of Force, the Art of War in the Modern World (London: Allen Lane, 2005), 3-4.

11 On the contemporary security environment and its consequences for military organizations see also Frans Osinga, Julian 
Lindley-French, ‘Leading military organizations in the Risk Society, Mapping the new strategic complexity’, Managing Military 
Organizations, Theory and Practice, ed. Soeters, J, Van Fenema, P.C., Beeres, R. (London: Routledge, 2010), 18-23. 

12 Frans P.B. Osinga, Science, Strategy and War, The strategic theory of John Boyd (London: Routledge, 2007), 15-18. See also Avi Kober, 
‘Nomology vs. Historicism: Formative Factors in Modern Military Thought’, Defense Analysis 10:3 (1994), 268.

13 These words are borrowed from the title of a book by Gian P. Gentile, a retired US Army cavalry colonel and one of the most 
avid critics of modern counterinsurgency. See Gian P. Gentile, Wrong Turn, America’s Deadly Embrace of Counterinsurgency (New 
York: The New Press, 2013).  

14 See, for instance, Sam Perlo-Freeman, Aude Fleurant, Pieter D. Wezeman, Siemon T. Wezeman, ‘Trends in World Military 
Expenditure 2014’, SIPRI Fact Sheet April 2015 (Solna: Sipri, 2015), accessible at http://books.sipri.org/files/FS/SIPRIFS1504.pdf, 
Christian Mölling, Sophie-Charlotte Brune, The impact of the financial crisis on European defence (Brussels, European Parliament, 
2011), available through http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:0168-ssoar-256754.
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in the future as ‘any sensible enemy will choose to fight us in this manner’.15 Moreover, as 
expeditionary land forces will inevitably be deployed among the people in foreign countries 
(for instance the current stabilization campaign in Mali), the broader relevance of interacting 
with the local population in culturally different, non-Western societies is also evident. 
Therefore, the lessons of the recent counterinsurgency campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan 
should be properly captured, understood, and learned in order to optimize Western 
militaries for countering the hybrid threats that dominate the contemporary international 
security environment. 

This book aims to contribute to the breaking of the cycle that leads to the neglect of 
counterinsurgency knowledge in Western armed forces. More specifically, it seeks to 
enhance the understanding of population-centric counterinsurgency in highly fragmented 
indigenous societies dominated by local power-holders, as was the case in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. As we have seen in the prologue, these societal circumstances render the 
seemingly straightforward fight between insurgents and government rather diffuse as the 
reality of the conflict at the grassroots level is shaped by shady power plays that put up a smoke 
screen, which sometimes makes it nearly impossible to tell who is exactly on which side. 
While intervening Western forces might gradually learn to understand the local dynamics 
of the conflict and develop an appropriate situational awareness, this provides only a first 
step towards a solution. The campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan have revealed that co-option 
of local power-holders is instrumental in stepping up the collaboration between the local 
population and the counterinsurgents while simultaneously diminishing support for the 
insurgency.16 Consequently, this study will focus on obtaining a profound understanding of 
co-option as a tool for counterinsurgency in highly fragmented indigenous societies. Before 
unfolding the path towards this understanding, we will now first clarify our central concept 
and discuss the salient issues surrounding it.      

Counterinsurgency in weblike societies: the course of co-option

Counterinsurgency is generally understood as a battle between insurgents and a state’s 
government for control over (segments of ) the population. The concept reflects the indirect 
approach to military strategy by outmanoeuvring the insurgent through denial of his most 
vital support and sanctuary: the local population. Therefore ‘the sine qua non of victory in 

15 David Kilcullen, The Accidental Guerrilla, 264-269, see also, among others, David Kilcullen, ‘Counterinsurgency: the state of a 
controversial art’, The Routledge Handbook of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency, ed. Rich, P.B., Duyvesteyn, I. (London: Routledge, 
2012), 143-146, David H. Ucko, ‘Whither counterinsurgency’, 76-78, David H. Ucko, ‘Critics gone wild: Counterinsurgency as 
the root of all evil’, Small Wars & Insurgencies 25:1 (May 2014), 176-177, Emile Simpson, War From The Ground Up, Twenty-First Century 
Combat As Politics (Brunswick: Scribe, 2013), 10-13. 

16 Martijn Kitzen, ‘Close Encounters of the Tribal Kind: the Implementation of Co-option as a Tool for De-escalation of Conflict 
- The Case of the Netherlands in Afghanistan’s Uruzgan Province’, Journal of Strategic Studies 35:5 (2012), 715-716. See also, among 
others, David Kilcullen, ‘Counterinsurgency: the state of a controversial art’, 141, David H. Ucko, ‘Whither counterinsurgency’, 
76.
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modern warfare is the unconditional support of a population’.17 In contemporary Western 
warfare this understanding has materialized as population-centric counterinsurgency, a 
doctrine that considers population control a matter of collaboration between the government 
and the local population. As Kilcullen puts it: ‘“control” does not mean imposing order 
through unquestioned dominance, so much as achieving collaboration towards a set of shared 
objectives’.18 By creating such a set of shared objectives that addresses both the interests of 
the government and those of the local population, counterinsurgency seeks to enhance the 
latter’s collaboration with the government. The more the government succeeds to effectuate 
collaboration, the stronger its control over the population, and, consequently, the weaker 
the insurgent’s position. 

In Iraq and Afghanistan Western counterinsurgents found themselves operating as 
foreign interveners in highly politically fragmented indigenous societies in which local 
authorities like tribal elders, religious leaders, and warlords controlled the population at 
the grassroots level. Such a society that is characterized by a high degree of decentralization 
and a predominant position of the locale is commonly observed in developing countries 
around the world. Political scientist Joel Migdal has labelled this type of society a ‘weblike 
society’, as it is best described as a loosely knit ‘web’ of different local segments in which 
local strongmen play a dominant role.19 Since this book aims to enhance our understanding 
of co-option as a tool for counterinsurgency in exactly such a highly fragmented societal 
landscape, it has adopted Migdal’s term and we will delve deeper into it in Chapter Two. What 
matters here are the ramifications for conducting counterinsurgency amidst this type of 
society; how to effectuate the population’s collaboration in order to augment governmental 
control over a weblike society?

As previously mentioned, during the campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan co-option has 
evolved into a pivotal tool for obtaining the collaboration of the local populace. Western 
counterinsurgents established co-optive relationships with local leaders, dominating 
the high ground of the human terrain at the grassroots level and fostered the connection 
between those co-optees and the host-nation’s government. The emergence of this approach 
is epitomized by the so-called ‘Anbar awakening’ of 2006 in which US forces succeeded to 
establish control over the insurgent-infested population of Iraq’s infamous Anbar province 

17 Roger Trinquier, Modern Warfare, A French View of Counterinsurgency (Westport, Connecticut: Praeger Security International, 
2006), 6, italics in original. It should be noted that the original work was published in 1964, so modern warfare does not refer 
to 21st century warfare, but to counterinsurgency in the 1960s.  

18 David Kilcullen, ‘Three Pillars of Counterinsurgency’, Remarks delivered at the U.S. Government Counterinsurgency 
Conference, Washington D.C., 28 September 2006, 3, italics by author.

19 Joel S. Migdal, Strong Societies and Weak States, State-Society Relations and State Capabilities in the Third World (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1988), 37-41. Migdal’s work is applicable to developing countries throughout the world and has been used in 
a wide range of academic literature that seeks to understand the situation (including the dynamics of war and peacemaking) 
in such countries. Among these publications are Roland Paris, Timothy D. Sisk (ed.), The Dilemmas of Statebuilding, Confronting 
the contradictions of postwar peace operations (London: Routledge, 2009), Barnett R. Rubin, The Fragmentation of Afghanistan (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), William Maley, The Afghanistan Wars (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), David Kilcullen, 
Out of the Mountains, The Coming of Age of the Urban Guerrilla (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013). 
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that hitherto had been under influence of Al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI).20 The engagement of local 
tribal leaders was key to this success as the Sunni tribes they were representing started to 
collaborate with the US soldiers against AQI and even a link with the Shi’a-dominated central 
government in Bagdad was established. It was the synergy between the awakening and ‘the 
Surge’ that saw an influx of additional (counterinsurgency-trained) US troops that led to a 
nation-wide application of this approach which had resulted in a vast decline of violence 
throughout Iraq by the end of 2007.21 Thus, the situation in Iraq improved significantly as 
US counterinsurgents found common ground with local leaders at the grassroots level and 
established relationships between those agents and the Iraqi government. This illustrates 
that in a weblike society with numerous locales dominated by local power-holders co-
option of these agents provides a potential path to enhanced governmental control over the 
population in order to end an insurgency. 

Seemingly, the course of co-option offers the most straightforward approach for 
countering insurgencies in weblike societies. Yet, if we take a closer look a number 
of fundamental and practical complications come to light. To start with the most 
fundamental matter, co-option is a collaboration strategy adapted for establishing control 
over the population in a weblike society. Recently, however, the logic of control through 
collaboration has become subject of an academic debate as critics like Stathis Kalyvas have 
not only contested this logic, but also have argued that control spawns collaboration and 
not the other way around.22 This controversy has huge consequences as in the context of 
counterinsurgency warfare it questions the essential mechanism of Western population-
centric counterinsurgency and urges for a strategy in which control is established first. Thus, 
while co-option has been adopted as an appropriate antidote for insurgencies in a weblike 
society because it offers an approach for winning the competition for control in such a 
society, the very logic underlying this approach is disputed.

Another fundamental issue concerns the use of local power-holders in order to gain 
control over societal segments. If collaboration spawns control, then does co-option of 
individual agents suffice for yielding control over larger groups within the population 
and even the target population as a whole? Of course this depends heavily on the societal 
landscape in which a counterinsurgency campaign takes place. Since co-option in modern 
counterinsurgency warfare emerged as a tailored strategy for establishing control over 
highly fragmented weblike societies, an exploration of this type of society is necessary in 
order to understand the role and position of local power-holders as well as the way such 

20 On the Anbar awakening see, among others, John A. McCary, ‘The Anbar Awakening: An Alliance of Incentives’, The Washington 
Quarterly 32:1 (2009), Austin Long, ‘The Anbar Awakening’, Survival 50:2 (2008), Daniel R. Green, ‘The Fallujah awakening: 
a case study in counter-insurgency’, Small Wars & Insurgencies 21:4 (2010), Carter Malkasian, ‘Counterinsurgency in Iraq’, 
Counterinsurgency in Modern Warfare, ed. Marston, D., Malkasian, C. (Oxford: Osprey, 2008). We will elaborate on this case in Part 
I of this book.

21 Stephen Biddle, Jeffrey A. Friedman, Jacob. N. Shapiro, ‘Testing the Surge, Why did Violence Decline in Iraq in 2007?’, 
International Security 37:1 (Summer 2012), 27-35.

22 Stathis N. Kalyvas, The Logic of Violence in Civil War (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 111-145. For further discussion 
see Chapter One, section 1.2.
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agents might be exploited to the counterinsurgents’ advantage. Currently, it seems unclear 
who exactly should be co-opted in order to establish control over weblike societies with their 
numerous locales and scores of tribal chiefs, religious leaders, predatory warlords and other 
sorts of strongmen, who are often competing for power at the grassroots level. The practical 
ramifications of this lack of clarity came to light most prominently in Iraq where readiness 
to reconcile and willingness to support a peaceful settlement of the conflict became the 
most important criteria for co-option.23 Of course, co-optees should preferably be selected 
as a result of their authority over (parts of ) the local population. This logic, however, also 
betrays a fundamental ambiguity in the concept as counterinsurgents seek to enhance 
governmental control through local power-holders who remain in control at the grassroots 
level. Consequently, the government depends on these agents for exerting its authority, 
which could give local power-holders a strong position vis-à-vis the government. Whereas this 
dependency is a common feature of states with weblike societies, it is even more important 
in a counterinsurgency setting in which the government seeks to (re-)establish its authority 
over the population.24 In Iraq as well as Afghanistan locally operating counterinsurgents 
were successful in forging ties with local power-holders as they shared a common interest in 
fighting the insurgency at the grassroots level. Yet, it often proved troublesome to convert 
this success in enhanced governmental control and sometimes empowered local agents 
even openly opposed the idea of a stronger central government.25 This demonstrates that 
counterinsurgents not only should be able to establish co-optive relationships with local 
power-holders, but also that they should have a capability to dominate such relationships; 
the agents of control need to be properly controlled. Yet, the counterinsurgency should 
not be too dominant as it heavily depends on local power-holders and an insurgency might 
exploit discontent to offer co-optees a more attractive alternative for collaboration. In the 
end, thus, the fundamental matter of the use of local power-holders in order to gain control 
over (segments of ) the population also reveals practical complications as counterinsurgency 
in a weblike society requires an arduous vetting process in order to select whom actually to 
co-opt and the adoption of an approach that prescribes how to co-opt these agents in such a 
way that they are dominated by the counterinsurgents, while preventing alienation.       

The final set of complications surrounding the use of co-option for quelling insurgencies 
relates to the nature of contemporary counterinsurgency itself. As aforementioned, Western 
armed forces are optimized for conventional warfare against similar opponents and therefore 

23 David Kilcullen, ‘Counterinsurgency: the state of a controversial art’, 141. It should be mentioned that there is also an ethical 
aspect to this, as for instance collaboration with warlord-like strongmen might be deemed unacceptable. This will be 
illustrated in Part Three.  

24 For a discussion of the relation between state and weblike society see Chapter Two, section 2.3.1.

25 See, for instance, Isabelle Duyvesteyn, Paul B. Rich, ‘Insurgency and counterinsurgency, some conclusions’, The Routledge 
Handbook of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency, ed. Rich, P.B., Duyvesteyn, I. (London: Routledge, 2012), 366, Fred Kaplan, The 
Insurgents, David Petraeus and the Plot to Change the American Way of War (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2013), 363-364. In the 
context of state-building Roland Paris and Timothy D. Sisk have labeled such problems as participation dillemas. See Roland 
Paris, Timothy D. Sisk, ‘Conclusion, Confronting the contradictions’, The Dilemmas of Statebuilding, Confronting the contradictions 
of postwar peace operations, ed. Paris, R., Sisk, T.D. (London: Routledge, 2009), 307-308.
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typically need to go through a troublesome adaptation process when confronted with an 
insurgency. While this switch to population-centric warfare is hard enough in itself, it is even 
more challenging if a campaign takes place in a foreign society. Niccolò Machiavelli already 
noted that interventions in ‘a country that differs in language, customs and institutions’ are 
more difficult and require ‘great good luck and great ability’.26 Since soldiers should never 
rely on good luck, and certainly not on ‘great good luck’, they have to obtain this ‘great ability’ 
in order to operate successfully in an unfamiliar environment. Intervening Western forces, 
consequently, not only need to adapt to population-centric counterinsurgency, but also to 
the specific societal circumstances in which they have to fulfill their mission. This is far off 
from the pitched battles such armies are organized and trained for, and which, for example 
-and to mention the influence of personal experience-, dominated the curriculum of my 
education as an officer cadet at the Royal Netherlands Military Academy during the latter 
part of the 1990’s. 

In Iraq and Afghanistan, the adaptation process was further hampered as newly emerging 
counterinsurgency doctrine was ill-suited for application in these highly fragmented, 
weblike societies. While the 2006 US Field Manual FM 3-24, which was internationally the most 
widely disseminated doctrine and informed the campaigns in Iraq as well as Afghanistan, 
is an outstanding population-centric counterinsurgency guide, it is a poor roadmap for 
fighting an insurgency in a weblike society as it heavily promotes Western-oriented ideas 
such as modernization and liberal democracy in order to enhance governmental authority.27 
Although the importance of local culture is acknowledged in the manual, these underlying 
concepts hugely contrast the reality on the ground in countries with weblike societies 
where strong central governments (that characterize modern states) are absent and non-
elected strongmen dominate the scene. Even worse, whereas (as aforementioned) enhanced 
governmental control of course is also the objective of counterinsurgency in a weblike society, 
too much emphasis on centralization as part of modernization will alienate local power-
holders from the government’s cause. Similarly, the enforced introduction of Western-style 
democracy might actually trigger a loss of popular consent, as elections will inevitably come 
under influence of local strongmen as they provide a new tool for augmenting their position 
and thwarting rival factions. This is illustrated by the incident described in the prologue, 
which actually contributed to a very low voter turnout in Uruzgan in 2009 with especially the 
previously marginalized Ghilzai doubting the free and fair character of the elections.28 All 
in all Western troops fighting insurgencies in countries with weblike societies not only face 
the challenge of adapting to population-centric counterinsurgency, but also have to adapt to 

26 Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince, ed. Skinner, Q., Price, R. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 8.

27 Department of the Army, FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, 1-21-1-22, Alex Marshall, ‘Imperial nostalgia, the liberal lie, and the perils of 
postmodern counterinsurgency’, Small Wars & Insurgencies 21:2 (June 2010), 246-247, Douglas Porch, ‘The dangerous myths and 
dubious promise of COIN’, Small Wars & Insurgencies 22:2 (2011), 252, 253, Frank Hoffman, ‘Neo-Classical Counterinsurgency?’, 
Parameters XXXVII (Summer 2007), 78. On the influence of FM 3-24 in modern counterinsurgency see Paul B. Rich, Isabelle 
Duyvesteyn, ‘The study of insurgency and counterinsurgency’, The Routledge Handbook of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency, ed. 
Rich, P.B., Duyvesteyn, I. (London: Routledge, 2012), 14.

28 The Liaison Office, The Dutch engagement in Uruzgan: 2006-2010 (Kabul: TLO, 2010), viii. See also Chapter Ten, section 10.3.1.
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foreign societal circumstances for which counterinsurgency doctrine offers little guidance. 
But how then does co-option as a tool for controlling the population in weblike societies fit 
in with modern counterinsurgency warfare?     

Emile Simpson has argued that for counterinsurgency to be used as an effective operational 
approach ‘its doctrine must be interpreted pragmatically’.29 It was exactly this pragmatism 
that fueled a series of field innovations and adaptations, which allowed for the application 
of counterinsurgency in the challenging operational environments of Iraq and Afghanistan. 
It has to be mentioned that while such adaption traditionally is driven by pressure from 
operations on the ground, contemporary constraints with regard to resources and time 
as a consequence of domestic politics have been hugely influential shaping factors in the 
emergence of a pragmatic counterinsurgency approach.30 The denominations ‘accelerated 
counterinsurgency’ and ‘counterinsurgency lite’ by which the field innovations and 
adaptations of modern counterinsurgency are often referred to clearly indicate the influence 
of limited timelines and resource constraints. Consequently, a modern counterinsurgency 
approach has emerged that seeks to apply the essence of counterinsurgency doctrine; 
namely, obtaining control over the population through collaboration, in weblike societies 
with use of limited resources and within a limited amount of time. In addition to targeting 
of insurgent networks and other measures aimed at securing the population, reconciliation 
(including amnesty), and political reintegration through co-option of local power-holders 
is this approach’s most important tool for augmenting the people’s collaboration at the 
grassroots level. Thus, while counterinsurgency doctrine is permeated by Western-oriented 
concepts, the pragmatic interpretation of this doctrine as a consequence of the specific 
conditions in weblike societies and restraints with regard to resources and time have led to 
a prominent role of co-option of local power-holders in contemporary counterinsurgency 
campaigns.     

A last complication concerning the nature of contemporary counterinsurgency relates 
to the self-imposed limited timeline and constraints on resources. As these factors can 
be directly linked to domestic politics, they reveal a lack of political will to fully commit 
to the counterinsurgency effort. Whereas this influence of domestic politics is inherently 
connected to the conduct of expeditionary counterinsurgency warfare by Western 
democracies, it is further augmented by the fact that such interventions in far away countries 
are not perceived necessary for the intervening state’s survival.31 The campaigns in Iraq and 

29 Emile Simpson, War From The Ground Up, 147.

30 On adaptation drivers and shaping factors see Theo Farrell, ‘Introduction’, Military Adaptation in Afghanistan, ed. Farrell, 
T., Osinga, F., Russell, J.A. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013), 8-18. On resource constraints and limited time as a 
consequence of domestic politics see, David Kilcullen, ‘Counterinsurgency: the state of a controversial art’, 141-143, David H. 
Ucko, ‘Whither counterinsurgency, the rise and fall of a divisive concept’, 69-71. Frans Osinga, James A. Russell, ‘Conclusion: 
Military Adaptation and the War in Afghanistan’, Military Adaptation in Afghanistan, ed. Farrell, T., Osinga, F., Russell, J.A. 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013), 297-298.  

31 See, for instance, Gil Merom, How Democracies Lose Small Wars: State, Society, and the Failures of France in Algeria, Israel in Lebanon, 
and the United States in Vietnam (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 229-250, Austin Long, ‘Time’, Understanding 
Counterinsurgency, Doctrine, Operations, and Challenges, ed. Rid, T., Keaney, T. (London: Routledge, 2010), 250-252, Lawrence 
Freedman, ‘On War and Choice’, The National Interest 107 (May/June 2010), 14-16, Theo Farrell, ‘Introduction’, 10-12. 
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Afghanistan have demonstrated that this deficient political will does not obstruct success 
on the short term as with use of the field innovations and adaptations an acceptable result 
might be obtained within a limited timeline and with limited resources only. However, due 
to a lack of commitment it has proved particularly hard to preserve this result and transform 
it into durable success. Iraq provides the strongest case in point as after the withdrawal of 
US troops (completed in December 2011) Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s Shi’a dominated 
administration adopted a policy that increasingly alienated large (especially Sunni) societal 
segments of the population and which consequently -yet again- brought the country on the 
brink of civil war by 2013.32 This facilitated the 2014 advance of IS in the Sunni-dominated 
parts of the country. It is most telling that Anbar province, the source of the 2006 awakening 
that still epitomizes the utility of co-option in modern counterinsurgency warfare, has 
been one of the most heavily affected areas ever since. A substantial level of US diplomatic 
involvement and development aid could have prevented this all as it would have brought the 
US leverage over the central government in Bagdad. Yet, due to a lack of commitment this 
did not happen and consequently the results of the US counterinsurgency campaign were 
largely squandered. Therefore, co-option as a tool for counterinsurgency might contribute 
to temporarily success on the short term, but not necessarily guarantees a consolidation 
of this success for the long term as a sufficient level of commitment is necessary to employ 
follow-up measures. 

To conclude this section, co-option has recently emerged as a predominant tool for 
counterinsurgency in weblike societies as it seeks the target population’s collaboration 
through the local power-holders that dominate the various locales of such a society. While 
the concept was successfully implemented in both Iraq and Afghanistan and seemingly offers 
an obvious approach for obtaining control over such highly fragmented, weblike societies, 
it is surrounded by a number of fundamental and practical complications. All together 
these issues reveal that co-option as a tool for counterinsurgency in weblike societies is 
not as straightforward as it seems; at worst the concept might be fundamentally flawed 
and incapable of delivering long-term success, while at best it appears rather complicated 
to practice and only effective for obtaining an acceptable result on the short term. This 
controversy urges for more clarity, and therefore a profound understanding of the course of 
co-option in counterinsurgency warfare is necessary.  

Towards an understanding of the course of co-option

Understanding the course of co-option requires us to study the challenge of co-opting 
local power-holders in both the theory and reality of counterinsurgency warfare in 
weblike societies. The former serves to provide an insight in the dynamics of control and 
collaboration in the specific setting of a weblike society, as well as the exact way in which 

32 Michael Weiss, Hassan Hassan, ISIS, Inside the Army of Terror (New York: Regan Arts., 2015), 93-98.
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these dynamics have been addressed in the conceptual framework of Western population-
centric counterinsurgency campaigns. Obviously this involves scrutinizing and combining 
knowledge from relevant academic fields that have studied these different facets of our main 
subject. Therefore, this book borrows from a wide body of scholarly work representing a 
mix of disciplines among which political science, sociology, anthropology, and history are 
most prominent. Even more important, however, is that a profound understanding of co-
option as a tool for counterinsurgency in weblike societies necessitates a robust analysis 
of the reality in the field in which Western militaries need to overcome huge adaptation 
challenges (with regard to both mission and societal environment) with limited resources 
and within a limited amount of time in order to implement co-option properly. Since this 
comes down to studying ‘the reactions of real people to real events in the context of real 
pressures that policy making and war making inevitably impose’, this book most heavily 
relies on historical analysis of empirical evidence for understanding the challenge of co-
opting local power-holders in the reality of counterinsurgency warfare in highly fragmented, 
weblike societies.33 As this work aims to enhance our understanding of a specific strategic 
phenomenon in its full context rather than proving or rejecting a hypothesis, it adheres to 
the ‘traditional’ multi-disciplinary approach of strategic studies, which strongly emphasizes 
historical analysis.34 By unfolding this study’s path towards an understanding of the course 
of co-option we will now explain how this approach materializes in this book so that we can 
obtain a profound understanding of both the theory and reality of co-option as a tool for 
counterinsurgency in weblike societies.  

At the heart of this book is the question of how counterinsurgents have co-opted local 
power-holders in order to attain control over the population in a weblike society. In the 
existing academic literature on counterinsurgency experiences in fragmented societies, 
the prevailing premise is that a strategy of collaborative relationships with local power-
holders is instrumental in attaining control over the population.35 This provides initial 
guidance to our quest for a profound understanding, as the theoretical validity of this 
logic first needs to be assessed. Moreover, a theoretical exploration of the logic of control 
through collaboration and the dynamics of co-option in the specific setting of a weblike 
society allows us to sketch an analytical framework for understanding co-option as a tool 
for counterinsurgency in such a highly fragmented societal landscape. Such a framework 
provides further guidance to our investigation as it provides a map for exploring co-option 
in the grim reality of counterinsurgency warfare in the field. Thus, understanding the 

33 Williamson Murray, Richard Hart Sinnreich, ‘Introduction’, The Past as Prologue, The Importance of History to the Military Profession 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006),7.

34 Strategic studies has traditionally adopted a hybrid, multi-disciplinary approach intimately associated with history. See Hew 
Strachan, The Direction of War, 253.

35 See, for instance, David Ucko, ‘Beyond Clear-Hold-Build: Rethinking Local-Level Counterinsurgency after Afghanistan’, 
Contemporary Security Policy 34:3 (2013), 538-541, Michael Hechter, Nika Kabiri, ‘Attaining social order in Iraq’, Order, Conflict, 
and Violence, ed. S.N. Kalyvas, I. Shapiro, T. Masoud (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 66-70, and previously 
mentioned publications such as David Kilcullen, ‘Counterinsurgency: the state of a controversial art’, 141, Daniel R. Green, 
‘The Fallujah awakening: a case study in counter-insurgency’, 608-609. 
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theoretical issues of co-option essentially encompasses unravelling its underpinning as well 
as constructing a framework that enables us to analyse the application of co-option in the 
reality of counterinsurgency campaigns.      

The next challenge concerns bridging the gap between theory and reality. This requires 
us to scrutinize the way co-option has been incorporated in the conceptual dimension of 
Western population-centric counterinsurgency campaigns. Such an analysis allows us to 
identify relevant experiences that can firmly contribute to our understanding of the actual 
application of co-option. At this point the importance of history becomes evident since there 
is a vast amount of counterinsurgency cases to select from and here we need to determine 
which are most promising -we have already seen that not all counterinsurgency ideas are 
necessary applicable to weblike societies. As previously mentioned Western population-
centric counterinsurgency harkens back to nineteenth century colonial warfare. Although 
the purpose and environment of colonial pacification campaigns differs tremendously 
from modern counterinsurgency campaigns, they share the principle of control over the 
population as key to success. Even more important, colonial states faced the very same 
challenge of establishing control over highly fragmented societies for which they relied on 
co-option of local power-holders. Co-option, consequently, was an essential tool of colonial 
warfare and its emergence in modern counterinsurgency campaigns, thus, can be labelled 
an unwitting re-invention. This brings us an important opportunity to link theory and reality 
by studying the way co-option has been incorporated in different concepts throughout the 
evolution of Western population-centric counterinsurgency. A conceptual exploration 
in historiographical perspective through an analysis of historical literature, therefore, 
serves to clarify how co-option has been embedded in different counterinsurgency 
concepts. Subsequently, the historical variations found in this historiographical analysis 
can be compared with this study’s theoretical findings by use of the analytical framework 
for understanding co-option as a tool for counterinsurgency in weblike societies. This 
comparison reveals that colonial warfare and modern counterinsurgency (which has 
conceptually incorporated co-option as a consequence of the experiences in Iraq and 
Afghanistan) are best suited for practicing co-option in weblike societies; both concepts rely 
on the collaboration of local power-holders for establishing control over highly fragmented 
societies with limited resources only. Yet, there are also important differences. For example, 
in colonial warfare more importance was given to coercive measures and the use of force. 
Consequently, a profound understanding of the course of co-option requires an insight in 
the reality of both colonial pacification and modern counterinsurgency campaigns.        

In this research two Dutch cases will be scrutinized in detailed historical narratives to 
fully understand the application of co-option in the specific context of each respective case. 
The nearly forty-year war in the northern Sumatran Sultanate of Aceh (1873-c. 1912) and the 
recent four-year campaign in Afghanistan’s Uruzgan province (2006-2010) have been selected 
for this purpose as they illustrate the utility of co-option as a tool for establishing control over 
a highly fragmented, weblike society in colonial warfare and modern counterinsurgency. 
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While the decision to focus on Dutch experiences was primarily a ramification of pragmatism, 
these experiences offer sufficient opportunities for studying the salient features of the topic. 
Moreover, they offer little-known and relatively understudied alternatives to paradigmatic 
case studies centering on US, British, or French experiences, which renders this work of 
additional value for the knowledge field. The Uruzgan case has been selected, as it represents 
the only modern counterinsurgency campaign conducted by Dutch forces thus far.36 The Aceh 
case, on the other hand, stands out from an abundance of colonial pacification campaigns in 
the Dutch East Indies due to its vastness and the protracted period of time. This latter element 
contradicts the limited timelines that characterize modern counterinsurgency campaigns, 
and to which the Uruzgan campaign has been no exception. While colonial warfare and 
modern counterinsurgency share constraints on resources, they differ in timelines -colonial 
powers were there to stay-, which enables us to study effects of co-option on the long run 
in order to understand how this tool can contribute to long-term stability. The two cases 
also properly capture the need and struggle to adapt to a new approach in an alien societal 
environment, and therefore they aptly illustrate all the significant elements of the subject 
under investigation. Generalization, however, poses a genuine challenge as this book not 
only focuses on Dutch experiences, but also is limited to two cases for reasons of feasibility. 
We address this by discussing the empirical findings of each case study in the light of the 
broader theoretical and historiographical conclusions of the first part as well as merging the 
insights from these discussions in this book’s final chapter.    

In both case studies an extensive sketch of the local society and the background of the war 
provides a robust basis for understanding the dynamics of the conflict at the local level. Thus 
we circumvent the trap of ‘military orientalism’, a failure to fully comprehend the societal 
dynamics of the conflict caused by an inability to look beyond exotic cultural stereotypes 
of warfare.37 The Aceh case relies on conventional historical analysis of empirical evidence 
provided by archival material, other primary sources such as the preserved advisory work 
of Snouck Hurgronje (who was briefly introduced in the prologue), as well as a wide range 
of secondary literature on the war, Aceh itself, and the Acehnese. The Uruzgan case adopts 
a different approach as it could not yet benefit from complete and unclassified archival 
sources or an extensive body of academic work for meticulously describing the application 
of co-option in the Uruzgan campaign. This approach most closely resembles what Kilcullen 
has labeled ‘conflict ethnography’, a methodology that exploits a researcher’s access to 
his research object in order to gather as much empirical evidence as possible.38 Aspects 
that were successfully incorporated in this case study are field research, including a period 
(September-November 2008) as a staff officer with the TFU, which allowed for participant 

36 Of course The Netherlands have contributed to other counterinsurgency campaigns or to related stabilization efforts, which 
are mentioned in Part III if relevant. Yet, the Uruzgan case has been the only campaign in which the Dutch held full authority 
and also adopted counterinsurgency as their main campaign theme.

37 Patrick Porter, Military Orientalism: Eastern War Through Western Eyes (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009), 2. See also 
David Kilcullen, The Accidental Guerrilla, 304.

38 David Kilcullen, The Accidental Guerrilla, 304-305.
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observation and the keeping of detailed field notes. Additionally, open interviews with key 
TFU officials have been conducted and such officials have also provided much highly relevant 
material, including personal documents. Of course no classified files have been used in this 
study and therefore the dots are largely connected by use of open source material available 
on the Internet and in, for example, papers. It should be mentioned here that whereas this 
book contains the first extensive narrative of the TFU campaign reconstructed by use of the 
empirical data gathered through this approach, preliminary findings have been published 
in several publications.39 Both case studies conclude with a discussion of the findings of 
their detailed historical narratives in the light of the historiographical analysis’ conclusions 
on colonial warfare and modern counterinsurgency respectively. This provides a first step 
towards broader insights on recurring patters, and towards the merging of the findings from 
both cases and the theoretical exploration in this book’s conclusion. Ultimately, this synthesis 
will allow us to formulate a final answer to our main question of how counterinsurgents 
have co-opted local power-holders in order to attain control over the population in a weblike 
society.    

The structure of this work is as follows: the first part, consisting of chapters one to 
three, deals with the theoretical issues and the historiographical analysis that bridges the 
gap between theory and reality. Chapter One deals with the most fundamental issue as it 
addresses the logic of control through collaboration. Chapter Two expands this towards 
weblike societies as it discusses the assumption that local power-holders should be the centre 
of gravity of a collaboration strategy in such asociety, and consecutively addresses the more 
practical issues of whom exactly to co-opt and how agents that dominate the population 
at the grassroots level can be co-opted by (representatives of ) central state powers. The 
resulting analytical framework for understanding co-option as a tool for counterinsurgency 
in weblike society is used in Chapter Three to assess the suitability of various historical 
Western population-centric counterinsurgency concepts for establishing control over 
weblike societies.

Part Two is made up of chapters four to seven and concerns the Aceh War as a case study of 
co-option of local power-holders in colonial warfare. Chapter Four provides the background 
sketch as well as an oversight of the first twenty years of the war, while Chapter Five covers 
the subsequent rather turbulent period in which the Dutch depended on a single warlord-like 
co-optee, Teuku Uma, for establishing control over Acehnese society as a whole. It should be 
mentioned that the key findings of this chapter have already been published as a journal 

39 See, Martijn Kitzen, ‘Close Encounters of the Tribal Kind’, Martijn Kitzen, Sebastiaan Rietjens, Frans Osinga,  ‘Soft Power 
the Hard Way: Adaptation by the Netherlands’ Task Force Uruzgan’, Military Adaptation in Afghanistan, ed. Farrell, T., Osinga, 
F., Russell, J.A. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013), Ton de Munnik, Martijn Kitzen, ‘Planning dilemmas in coalition 
operations’, Mission Uruzgan, Collaborating in Multiple Coalitions for Afghanistan, ed. Beeres, R., Van der Meulen, J., Soeters, J., 
Vogelaar, A. (Amsterdam: Pallas Publications, 2012), Elwin van der Molen, Martijn Kitzen, ‘Building a Community Oriented 
Police in Uruzgan, Afghanistan: The Troubled Western View’, NL ARMS 2013, Moral Responsibility & Military Effectiveness, ed. 
Amersfoort, H., Moelker, R., Soeters, J., Verweij, D. (The Hague: T.M.C. Asser Press, 2013).
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article.40 Chapter Six deals with the strategy that ultimately brought the Dutch success 
and provides an insight in the utility of co-option in this approach. As Acehnese society is 
particularly well covered in anthropological publications, we also trace the long-term effects 
of this co-option policy far beyond Dutch colonial rule. Chapter Seven, finally discusses the 
findings of this detailed historical analysis of co-option in the Aceh War in relation to the 
wider findings on co-option in colonial warfare.

Part Three, which consists of chapters eight to eleven, deals with the Uruzgan campaign 
as a case study of co-option of local power-holders in modern counterinsurgency warfare. 
Chapter Eight provides a basis for understanding the dynamics of the local conflict by 
analyzing the local society and the course of the war before the arrival of the Dutch task force. 
Chapter Nine covers the deployment of the TFU and its first two years of operations in which 
a foothold among Uruzgan’s populace was established by reaching out through previously 
marginalized or sidelined local power-holders. Chapter Ten deals with the way the Dutch 
sought to expand and preserve this foothold in the last two years of the campaign in order 
to establish an underpinning for long-term stability. Of course, this reconstruction also 
contains an analysis of the sustainability of the TFU campaign’s results after the withdrawal 
of Dutch troops. Chapter Eleven concludes this case study by analyzing its insights in the 
light of our broader findings on co-option in modern counterinsurgency. 

In this book’s conclusion the key insights from all three parts are discussed separately 
before being merged for formulating a final answer to our central question of how 
counterinsurgents have co-opted local power-holders in order to attain control over the 
population in a weblike society. This answer, of course, encompasses both the theory 
and reality of co-option as a tool for counterinsurgency in such a highly fragmented 
societal environment and also addresses the complications that have triggered this book’s 
quest for understanding this particular phenomenon. Thus, the path towards a profound 
understanding of the course of co-option winds through various academic fields as well as 
the complicated war-torn societal landscapes of Aceh and Uruzgan and ends by combining 
the various insights resulting from this itinerary.        

40 Martijn Kitzen, ‘Between treaty and treason: Dutch collaboration with warlord Teuku Uma during the Aceh War, a case study 
on the collaboration with indigenous power-holders in colonial warfare’, Small Wars & Insurgencies 23:1 (March 2012).
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